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The One Year Daily Insights With Zig Ziglar One Year Signature Series
Unlike Any Other Bible You Have Read As this unique, chronological presentation of God’s story daily unfolds before you, you will begin to appreciate God’s plan for your life as never before. Reading the Bible will
become a fresh, inviting, transformational experience. In the Daily Bible® NIV, you’ll find these helpful features: The New International Version …the most popular modern version of Scripture, a highly respected and
understandable translation. Chronological/Historical Arrangement of Every Book of the Bible …lets you easily understand God’s redemptive plan as you read from creation to Revelation in the order the events actually
occurred. Devotional Commentary …leads you smoothly through Scripture, painting the scene for what you are about to read with historical and spiritual insights. 365 Convenient Daily Reading Segments …arranged so you can
read all of God’s Word in one year. Topical Arrangements for Proverbs and Ecclesiastes …enable you to focus on specific aspects of God’s wisdom.
In 365 Ways to Let Go, best-selling author Guy Finley reveals the most beautiful and elegant of these indwelling principles -- the Law of Seasons - and the secret story it tells of a Life without end. In four stirring
chapters, he gently explains how you can discover and harness the immense powers that serve as the invisible soul of winter, spring, summer, and fall. Each chapter begins with a penetrating explanation of the special
purpose expressed through that season, followed by daily meditative insights that show the reader how to align with the power and peace hidden in each day.
This expanded version of our Quiet Time makes it easy to get the most out of your daily study of God's Word. The Quiet Time with Commentary integrates our Quiet Time with practical biblical insights about the passage.
Explore the meaning in Oswald Chambers' beloved devotional with this daily guide to My Utmost for His Highest.
Creating a Life You Can't Wait to Live
The One Year Alive Devotions for Students
365 Devotions through the Proverbs
Daily Insights to Change Your Life
King James Version
A Bird's-Eye View of the Bible in a Year
The One Year Wisdom for Women Devotional
The Daily Walk Bible guides the reader through Scripture, study, and reflection each day, to read through the Bible in a year and help put its power to work in daily life. It includes overviews, charts, daily devotions, and insights to help the reader fully grasp the day's reading, which makes it
unique among both daily reading and devotional Bibles.
This popular devotional is now in a special LeatherLike edition! In this life, pain and disappointment are real. Maybe you've been wounded by a family member or friend. Perhaps you know the pain of losing someone you love or of a difficult medical diagnosis. Sometimes we need to know
there's hope for when life just hurts. Nancy Guthrie knows what it's like to hurt--sometimes so much that there aren't words to describe the pain. In this beautiful deluxe edition of The One Year Book of Hope, she encourages you to spend this year learning to hope when life has let you down.
She offers no trite answers or quick cures; just remarkable, hopeful daily insights from the depths of Scripture and her own experiences. This year, join Nancy each day in growing closer to God--the source of all comfort.
Offering wisdom and insights for applying biblical truths to our relationships, this book encourages couples to connect and communicate every day. This practical, uplifting guide is perfect for busy couples who long to experience a stronger relationship and better communication. Easy-tofollow daily readings focus on loving each other the way God loves us.
Bob Gass brings a smile, a tear, a laugh, and a thought with which to start each of your new days. A Fresh Word for Today is simply and beautifully written. Rev. Gass reveals refreshing insights for everyday life by using plain truths and his clear understanding of the word of God.
Quiet Time
Fresh Insights for Oswald Chambers' Timeless Classic
A One-Year Journey Through God's Word in Chronological Order
The NKJV, MacArthur Daily Bible, 2nd Edition, Comfort Print
The Daily Bible® NIV
A Year of Daily Devotions in the Book of Proverbs
The One Year Love Language Minute Devotional

In this innovative Daily God Book, Skip Heitzig gives you unique insights, points to ponder, and most important, a convenient daily system for reading through the Bible in one year. Recent best sellers reflect a renewed interest in the Bible and what it says.
Skip Heitzig highlights the key stories and chapters throughout the Bible so you can get a handle on them.
We live in a foolish world with women making bad choices and suffering from the collateral damage of other’s wrong choices. The One Year Wisdom for Women Devotional, based on the audio program of the same name, was birthed out of the great need for
women to hear how God addresses every single facet of their lives through the powerful and practical book of Proverbs. For many, the Proverbs are hard to study because the topics jump around from verse to verse. The One Year Wisdom for Women
Devotional is a practical tool that will help women in their daily walk with the Lord. It is a great companion to the One Year Bible because it directly follows that book’s daily Proverbs reading. Each day not only follows the script of the Wisdom for Women
audio program, it also references the One Year Bible reading schedule and ends with a powerful call to action.
Explore the Bible alongside daily insights from pastor-teacher Dr. John MacArthur For more than 50 years, Dr. John MacArthur has helped Christians gain greater clarity and insight into Scripture. Now you can read through the Bible in a year while learning
from wisdom gleaned from a lifetime of study with The MacArthur Daily Bible. This Bible offers an achievable approach to reading the entire Bible with readings from the Old and New Testaments, Psalms, and Proverbs for each day of the year. Combined
with insights drawn from The MacArthur Study Bible, you will gain greater clarity and understanding as you read. Features include: The complete New King James Version of the Bible presented with daily readings from the Old and New Testaments, Psalms,
and Proverbs Daily notes from Dr. John MacArthur drawn from the MacArthur Study Bible, Second Edition, to help you better understand key truths in Scripture 52 key passages of the Bible for study and memorization Daily use Bible with devotional
questions to improve your reading God’s Word Clear and readable 8.5-point text size
Spend every day with Jesus as you read through the Bible in one year. The CSB Every Day with Jesus Daily Bible provides a rich variety of bite-size readings for each day of the week, with guided devotions from beloved pastor, Selwyn Hughes. From day
one, each of the 365 daily readings includes a selection from the Old Testament, New Testament, Psalms, and Proverbs. Encountering the four different Scripture selections together alongside the corresponding devotion will yield new insights as you read
through God’s Word in one year. Unlike other daily Bibles, the daily reading arrangement is not date specific (e.g. “January 1”), so you can jump into the plan at any point in the calendar year. FEATURES One-year Bible reading plan guided by pastor Selwyn
Hughes Select daily Scripture portions from both the Old and New Testaments 365 devotions including daily prayer and reflective questions with journaling space Elegantly designed pages with area to mark completion of each day’s reading Black-letter text
9.5-point type size Two-column text format Smyth-sewn durable binding Ribbon marker for easy referencing between pages Presentation page for gift-giving The CSB Every Day with Jesus Daily Bible features the highly readable, highly reliable text of the
Christian Standard Bible (CSB). The CSB stays as literal as possible to the Bible’s original meaning without sacrificing clarity, making it easier to engage with Scripture’s life-transforming message and to share it with others.
Time with God
A Daily Companion to My Utmost for His Highest
The Daily Bible Devotional
The One Year Love Talk Devotional for Couples
The Men of the Bible Devotional
A Journey Through God's Word in One Year
365 Daily Devotions Based on Insights from Old Testament Hebrew
A well-known authority on complete and balanced success, Zig Ziglar has authored such bestsellers as See You at the Top, Top Performance, Over the Top, and Secrets of Closing the Sale. As a popular motivational speaker, Zig Ziglar has spoken on the same stage
as Presidents Ford, Reagan, and Bush, General Norman Schwarzkopf, Secretary of State Colin Powell, Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, and Paul Harvey. In The One Year Daily Insights with Zig Ziglar, Zig has gathered his insights on what the Bible says about success in
life into the popular, bestselling One Year page-a-day format. Now, with this One Year devotional, it’s easy to create a positive, biblical, and achievement-oriented outlook on life. Perfect for starting your workday the right way.
From the creator of the bestselling and beloved Daily Bible® (more than 1 million copies sold) come 365 devotions that lead readers on a provocative chronological pilgrimage through Scripture--this time in trade edition. Readers can explore the riches and
relevance of biblical stories, promises, and wisdom as they discover the commitment of ordinary people from Noah to Nathanael the faith and folly of heroes such as Abraham, Solomon, and Peter the power of prayer from the lips of saints and sinners the depth of
trust exemplified by Moses, Deborah, and Mary the challenge of Jesus' teaching to reach for a higher standard F. Lagard Smith's observations and insights about the Bible provide readers with a rich experience. Whether read as a complement to The Daily Bible®
or as an independent journey, these remarkable meditations reveal the purpose of a life built on God's Word.
More than 1 Million Copies Sold Unlike Any Other Bible You Have Read—Now in the Popular New Living Translation! Want to read the Bible in one year? You can accomplish your goal and experience the Bible like never before. Reading through God’s Word has
never been easier. That’s because The Daily Bible® reorganizes the traditional arrangement of the 66 books in Scripture and places all the text in chronological order. Features: Uses the text of the best-selling New Living Translation Divided into easily readable
sections that can be completed in one year Organized chronologically Includes devotional commentary that provides historical and spiritual insights Provides clear historical context for a better understanding of Scripture Proverbs and Ecclesiastes are organized by
topic The Psalms are presented thematically Harmonized Gospels integrate the life of Christ into one smooth narrative A chronology of all the major biblical events The Daily Bible® is designed to be read from cover to cover—and understood!
Zig Ziglar has gathered his insights on what the Bible says about success in life into the popular, bestselling One Year page-a-day format.
The One Year
The One Year Praying the Promises of God
One Year Daily Devotional with Commentary
One Year Premium Slimline Bible-NLT-Large Print 10th Anniversary
Devotions for Girls
The Daily God Book Through the Bible
A Fresh Word for Today
Over the course of three years, Joyce Meyer recorded in her journal the personal devotions and inspirations that guided her busy life. Those writings comprise MY TIME WITH GOD, the 365-day devotional that shares powerful insight into Joyce's spiritual reflections and journey.
Each daily entry guides readers through a narrative of meditations, an uplifting declaration, and relevant scripture to encourage greater intimacy with God. Including spiritual revelations experienced by one of the world's leading Bible teachers, this book will renew readers'
minds, offering assurance of God's complete love and desire for closeness with them.
"Fountains of Grace: A One-Year Daily Devotional" offers a Scripture passage with a companion reflection for each day. These devotionals highlight spiritual truths by reflecting upon the events of the ordinary, yet blessed-by-God, moments of the lives of the author, her family,
and her friends. Rev. Ruth Naomi Huddleston, a minister of the Wesleyan Tabernacle Association, writes in a clear, meditative, and inspiring manner to point to the many ways that God works in daily life to draw people closer to Him. The author's writing stretches back many
decades incorporating details of yesteryear. However, her faithful explorations of the Bible's truths and her keen insights into human nature remain true and spiritually fruitful today. Recognizing their enduring value, the author's granddaughter, Eveline Huddleston McNamee, has
labored to organize these devotionals and to present the spiritual truths they contain to today's readers. Incorporating meditations from "Fountains of Grace" into your life's routine will open, in its own quiet manner, a path into the deep and hidden recesses of your heart. Each
meditation will lead you to understand, appreciate, and embrace the spiritual insights that transcend the years and that remain forever true.
No matter your place in life, this inspiring collection of 365 devotional readings is designed to bring you daily to a special place of renewal— to help you pause and gaze "unto the hills" for help and inspiration. Day by day, you can join our nation’s most beloved spiritual leader for
a moment of quiet and reflection through: A carefully chosen passage of scripture A brief, thoughtful message from Billy Graham A heartfelt prayer composed especially for this devotional Distilled from a lifetime of study and ministry, these devotionals supply daily food for
thought about living fruitfully and joyfully in an often-fretful world. Simple, direct, encouraging yet challenging, this book offers itself as a heartening companion for your daily walk in the valley. This collection is a gentle but constant reminder that we can find help for all our
needs as long as we remember to look up . . . unto the hills but especially unto the Lord. Billy Graham draws from his lifetime of study and ministry to offer this devotional classic, featuring 365 meditations to calm you and point you toward the One who can always help.
Swindoll offers amazingly fresh insights about how to live with inexplicable joy in spite of the daily grind. Yes, despite that, choose joy!
The One-Year Daily Devotional
Quiet Time with Commentary
365 Insights for Daily Living
The One Year Book of Hope Devotional
The Daily Walk Bible
Insights from the Warriors, Wimps, and Wise Guys
A One-Year Devotional Journal to Enrich Your Bible Reading

Filled with illuminating reflections drawn from the Word of God, this daily devotional, featuring a year's worth of thought-provoking entries, provides comfort, encouragement, and support to help us deal
with times of great loss, uncertainty, and difficulty. Original.
Meet Your Bible Brothers Learn from Their Successes and Failures You can learn much from the successes and failures, lives, loves, and legacy of scriptural men—and you’ll find great insights in The Men of
the Bible Devotional. This book features 180 quick, easy-to-read entries on some 150 named men of scripture, from Adam to Zechariah, and interesting but unnamed men, as well—such as the thief on the cross
beside Jesus. Biblical men played a powerful role in God’s plan for humanity, and their stories were recorded for our benefit today. Let The Men of the Bible Devotional share important, even lifechanging, principles for your quiet time.
This resource helps students focus on God's Word with powerful, true-to-life illustrations in both high school and college settings. The text could change how they think about God and their world.
A fresh new look makes this Bible all the more appealing as it guides readersthrough God's Word with daily readings from the Old Testament, New Testament, Psalms, and Proverbs.
My Daily Devotional Journal
Better Than Good
365 Devotions to Perk Up Your Day
God's Wisdom for Navigating Life
The Best of the Word for Today
CSB Every Day with Jesus Daily Bible, Brown Leathertouch
Fountains of Grace

From pastor and New York Times bestselling author Timothy Keller comes a beautifully packaged, yearlong daily devotional based on the Book of Proverbs. Proverbs is God’s book of wisdom, teaching us the essence and goal of a Christian life. In this 365-day devotional, Timothy Keller offers readers a fresh, inspiring lesson
for every day of the year based on different passages within the Book of Proverbs. With his trademark knowledge, Keller unlocks the wisdom within the poetry of Proverbs and guides us toward a new understanding of what it means to live a moral life. God’s Wisdom for Navigating Life is a book that readers will be able to turn to
every day, year after year, to cultivate a deeper, more fulfilling relationship with God. This makes a perfect companion to Keller’s devotional on the Psalms, The Songs of Jesus.
The One Year Premium Slimline Large Print Bible features an easy-to-read 11.1 point font and deluxe binding that is perfect for the growing large-print market.The One Year Bible helps people read the entire Bible in as little as 15 minutes a day. It divides God's Word into daily readings from the Old Testament, New Testament,
Psalms, and Proverbs, creating an achievable, unforgettable devotional experience. Features: Large print (11.1 point) font Clear and accurate New Living Translation Daily readings from the Old Testament, New Testament, Psalms, and Proverbs
Spend every day with Jesus as you read through the Bible in one year! The CSB Every Day with Jesus Daily Bible provides a rich variety of bite-size readings for each day of the week, with guided devotions by beloved pastor Selwyn Hughes. From day one, each of the 365 daily readings includes a selection from the Old
Testament, New Testament, Psalms, and Proverbs. Encountering the four different Scripture selections together at the same time alongside the corresponding devotion will yield fresh and new insights as you read through God's Word in one year. Features include: One-year Bible reading plan guided by pastor Selwyn Hughes,
select daily Scripture portions from both the Old and New Testaments, 365 devotions including daily prayer and reflective questions with journaling space, elegantly designed pages with area to mark completion of each day's reading, 9.5-type size, black-letter text, full-color maps, and more. The CSB Every Day with Jesus Daily
Bible features the highly readable, highly reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB). The CSB stays as literal as possible to the Bible's original meaning without sacrificing clarity, making it easier to engage with Scripture's life-transforming message and to share it with others.
Unveiling Mercy will do just that-unveil how the mercy of God in the Messiah is spoken of from the very opening Hebrew word of the Bible, all the way to the closing chapter of Malachi. By the end of the year, you will have entered the Old Testament through 365 new doorways, looked with fresh eyes at old verses, and traced a
web of connections all over the Scriptures that you've never spotted before. You'll begin to see what one person meant when he described Hebrew words as "hyphens between heaven and earth." Reading the Bible in translation can be like "kissing the bride through the veil." Each of these 365 devotions is crafted so as to lift that
veil ever so slightly, to touch skin to skin, as it were, with the original language. You do not need to know anything about Hebrew to profit from these meditations. They are not written to teach you the language of Abraham, Moses, and Isaiah, but to give you a taste of their insights, to expose you to their eloquence, to laugh with
them at their winking wordplays, to un-English their idioms, and-most importantly-to trace their trajectories all the way into the preaching of the Messiah and the writings of his evangelists and apostles.
Scripture and Insights for Knowing Him Daily
A Daily Devotional
The One Year Bible for Women
The One Year Daily Insights with Zig Ziglar
A One-year Daily Devotional
365 Days to Let Go
The Daily Bible® (NLT)

The Ultimate Challenge: To Be Better Than Good He has spent his life helping other people to realize their dreams and experience maximum success. Now comes Zig Ziglar's high-impact work that calls you to the passion, purpose, and practical tools that can ignite the peak
performance you long for. In the real-life stories Zig shares, drawn from nearly fifty years as a world-class motivatinal author, speaker, and businessman, you'll discover how others have risen above fear and failure to embrace the quality of life they were meant to have. Their
experiences will teach you how to accomplish more than you ever dreamed possible, even as you learn: the three pillars of the Better Than Good life new discoveries that will motivate you for life how to develop a strategic plan that accomplishes your goals what often keeps good
people from reaching the ultimate level of productivity and happiness ways to form better-than-good habits that can take you to new horizons of success . . . and much, much more! Let the master of motivatin help you clear your mind of failure-prone thinking, as together with
Zig Ziglar, you redefine success and take hold of your dreams. Let him inspire you to be Better Than Good!
For several years, readers throughout America and abroad have been blessed by the spiritual insights found in Bob Gass's quarterly devotional The Word for Today. The Word for Today has proved to be so popular that we have had to print nearly a million quarterly booklets.
This book contains the very best of those daily Bible readings.
Spend this year meditating on the promises of God. In this devotional, Cheri Fuller and Jennifer Kennedy Dean invite readers to explore Gods promises each and every day and encourage them to reflect on how Gods hand is evident if only we look for it. Each reading includes a
Bible verse from that days reading in The One Year Bible, a devotional, a prayer, and a quotation that relates to the promise of the day. Each day is an invitation to pursue a closer relationship to God and a reminder that God always keeps his promises.
This expanded version of our Quiet Time makes it easy to get the most out of your daily study of God's Word. The Quiet Time with Commentary integrates our Quiet Time with practical biblical insights about each day's passage. These biblical insights, combined with the Quiet
Time, a Bible-reading schedule, and a prayer guide, will enable any student of God's Word to grow. This is also a great tool for family Bible studies and small group discussions. Spiral Bound
The One Year Book of Hope
The One Year Coffee with God
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Unto the Hills
Unveiling Mercy
Insights for the Daily Grind
Quiet Time//
Renewed in His Presence Daily
A special edition of the bestselling "One Year Bible" includes encouraging inspirational thoughts to boost womens faith and brighten their days. Daily readings will take 15 minutes to
complete.
"The One Year Love Language Minute Devotional" is a daily guide that shows how to express heartfelt love to a loved one.
This One Year book is a diary-style devotional for tween girls (9 to 14) that emphasizes their growing, special relationship with God. Each devotion begins with a statement, thought, or
question to God. Every girl is likely to make these statements and ask such questions . . . many of which they may not want to share with other people. The book emphasizes that tween girls
can have a relationship with God and that they can share their intimate thoughts, fears, insecurities, joys, etc. It lets girls know: it's between you and God. Questions/topics include the
following: “I know I'm supposed to be close to you (God), but I don't really feel like it now. How can I change that?” “Everyone talks about how I'm supposed to have faith, which is fine,
except I don't really understand what faith actually is.” Each devotion gives biblically based insight into the subject.
There's nothing quite like the aroma of freshly brewed coffee to start your day. And what better way to spend those first few morning moments than in quiet reflection with God? In a warm,
casual, conversational style, Sarah Arthur takes you on a transformational journey as she explores both the subtle and the startling ways God transforms us through daily spiritual routines
such as prayer and living simply. Part personal story and part spiritual search, The One Year Coffee with God will fill your cup with plenty of brew for thought.
Living the Proverbs
One-Year Daily Devotional with Commentary
The One Year Be-Tween You and God
My Time with God
CSB Every Day with Jesus Daily Bible
This expanded version of our Quiet Time makes it easy to get the most out of your daily study of God's Word. The Quiet Time with Commentary, available in perfect bound format, integrates our Quiet Time with practical biblical insights about each day's passage. These biblical
insights, combined with the Quiet Time, a Bible-reading schedule, and a prayer guide, will enable any student of God's Word to grow. This is also a great tool for family Bible studies and small group discussions.
One-year devotional Bible is especially geared for people who value consistent Bible study but don't have time to organize it on their own Takes readers through the entire New Testament in a year, with a daily selection from the Old Testament, an insight from a noted Christian
devotional writer, and a final pause for reflection Each day's reading can be completed in 15 minutes or fewer 656 pp.
* A devotional Bible reading and prayer Journal for kids and teens. * A step-by-step guide to enhance Bible reading and prayer. * A variety of cover designs to help make the journal feel personal and special. * 365 day or 90 day versions. Introduce children and teens to an
engaging way of reading their Bible and praying with this journal with our guided devotional Bible reading and prayer journals. Each page guides children and teens through thinking more deeply about their daily Bible reading and developing their prayer conversations with God.
Visit the Author Page to find all our devotional Bible reading journals with prayer and Bible study aids for children, teens, youth and adults. Our devotional journals contain: * An introductory devotional journaling guide. * A space to personalise the journal. * 365 or 90 journalling
pages. Each journalling page guides children and teens through a dynamic devotional Bible reading process: Step 1 - My 'stand out' Bible verse: Recognise God's voice in His word. Step 2 - I notice God showing me: Slow down and notice what you see. Step 3 - I enquire about:
Think about what you would like to understand more. Step 4 - I hear you saying to me: Listen to what God is saying. Step 5 - My prayer today is: Talk to God about your devotional insights. As children and teens use this journal regularly, they will learn how to: READ their Bible
devotionally. HEAR God speaking to them from His word. MEDITATE on scriptures. STUDY and gain understanding of God's word. PRAY with growing faith. NURTURE their own relationship with God. There's more to enjoy - visit the Author Page to find a growing library of: * A
variety of cover designs for children, teens, youth and adults. * 90 or 365 journalling page versions. * Themed prayer and Bible study aids. * Online training in using the devotional Bible reading journals and prayer and Bible study aids.
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